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A word of advice: stop sharing stupid
things on Facebook.
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like social media!

Guy Accidentally Hit the Wrong Button
by Chase ‘Cupcake’ Peterson ~ Pastry

A second year CS major who wishes to remain nameless (coughcoughjoncoughpeterson) was browsing an adult website last Tuesday afternoon when the unthinkable happened. This poor student accidentally hit the “share via facebook”
button when they tried to turn down the volume on the video. What ensued was
“the most harrowing barrage of awkward texts, phone calls and facebook messages I have ever seen in my life” the student in question offered.
When asked about the circumstances leading up to the unfortunate event, the student responded “So I was doing research. . . . for. . . uh. . . my. . humanities class”
he began “and it was about how women are. . . ummm, not respected in society?
Look, can we do this a little later?” they asked. Three hours later, presumably when
they had calmed down the student continued “so I was trying to get this research
done and I accidentally hit the share to Facebook button, I have never been so
embarrased in my life” they continued “I mean getting a text from my dad thanking
me for showing him a new site was just awkward” they remembered “but when I
got a phone call from my grandma . . .” they trailed off.
When this reporter contacted the grandmother for a statement she said “He is such
a nice boy, and I got the cutest link on the Facebooks from him earlier this week, it
was something about college girls getting cream pies, so I asked him if I could make
him one of my special cream pies that his grandfather loved so much” she continued “the poor dear must have some very demanding classes because after I asked
him, he just broke down crying and apologizing. Well I told him that he had nothing to apologize for, and how his grandfather would eat my cream pie every night,
see Beef Tips on back
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Yule Lord to Spice up the
Season
by Sam K ~ Staff Writer
Do you know what the Yuletide really is? The so called
“Twelve days of Christmas” actually belong to someone much older and he’s not happy about the regime
change. I’m of course talking about Krampus, the Yule
lord. Already Americans have forgotten Krampusnacht,
though it’s name is decidedly German, and this lack of
recognition has finally put him over the edge. A representative of the Yule lord has come to Tech declaring
his retaking of the Yuletide.
Since the parade Krampusnacht has already passed
and the Christmas creep is already here Krampus is
pissed. He’s promised to “take back” all the holiday
traditions starting with bringing naughty children to hell
for punishment. (You’d better check yourself reader.
You definitely want to make the good list this year.)
What about Santa? Our fat and jolly guardian of holiday
cheer and presents? Krampus has decided to take his
job as well. Claiming that it’s only fair after all the years
of forgotten Yuletide. He’s reported to like Black Friday
and the accompanying sacrifices offered, Claimed his
representative, to him in exchange for protection.
Looks like our stockings are going to be stuffed with
severed hands and fresh fruit. For presents? I’m not
sure he even knows where to start. Most of his plans
revolve around bringing back the “dark days” where
humanity tries to ward off the dark thoughts and
woodland demons. So come sundown the twentieth
lock your doors and kid your kids!
This horned forest demon is prowling around for Facebook hash-taggers, that guy who parks like an idiot,
and anyone who’s gone to NMU. It’s best to just light
a candle and tell yourself you don’t believe in all these
pagan traditions while you huddle around a Christmas
tree, listen to Christmas carols, and throw a big ol’ log
onto the fire. Wait. Wouldn’t that be a Yule tree, Yule
singing, and burning a yule log? How can we escape
this onslaught of the Yule lord? What can we do to fight
back against the pagan demon that’s finally come back
for his holiday? We don’t even have the festival of lights
see Potatoes on back

The Steaming Pile: Straight from YouKnow-Where!
Essay questions from our final exams
Name______
Occultism: discuss
Where do babies come
from?
Why?
How fast do houses burn
down?
What is the density of
space?
What time is it? Defend your
answer.
Did you learn anything
from this class?
What’s my name?
On a scale of 1-10, how
hard was I to understand?
What are my office hours?
Who have you been texting all semester?
What is your favorite color,
and why is it better than
mine?
What is the airspeed
velocity of an unladen
swallow?
When do you plan on retaking this class, and how
do you plan on paying for
it?
Which of your hopes and
dreams have already been
crushed?

Did you see Gravity? Is it worth
seeing?
Discuss the scientific inaccuracies of any blockbuster
movie
Corgis, or cats? Provide evidence.
Explain offsides to me.
Explain the FIFA ranking system.
Show all calculations.
What do women want?
How do you remove blood
from clothing?
How do you dispose of a
dead body? Give examples.
Why didn’t you laugh at my
jokes?
Please tell me your favorite
joke, complete with punchline.
Who is that jerk in the front
row?
Did you see the pair on the
girl in the third row? Provide
visual examples.
Who is Kelvin Degrees?
Which has more donut per
donut? A square or a circle?
Exactly how much do you
need to pass this class in order
to graduate on time?

Pugsley, let’s play a game. It’s called “Is There A God?”
--Wednesday Addams

We Know It Says Thuder Bay

THE STEERSEARCHER
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to chase away the darkness. Our latkes have been eaten and dreidels put away for next year. The only hope of getting away
from our, self proclaimed, Yule overlord is taking drastic measures. Kwanzaa anyone?
from Beef Tips on front

and how much I miss him and I would love to make a cream pie for my grandson so he can have a little taste of home.”
The student’s RA related to the student offering to show them how to utilize chrome’s incognito browsing. Some of the
student’s professors who also saw the unfortunate post scroll by in their Facebook feeds immediately sat the student down
and urged them to look into another major. “We couldn’t believe what we saw, and from one of the students in our department!” they said “we are counseling the young man in question to perhaps look into the business school, where that
behavior is far away from us” they continued.
It is unclear what the student is planning to do at this point, but sources close to the young man say that he has indicated
an interest in the study abroad program, specifically North Korea, where they don’t have access to Facebook.
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